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I Introduction

“The future of economy everywhere is creative, and hackerspaces
are a fantastic place to explore your creativity”
― Mitch Altman, 2012 TEDx Brussels

Since their creation in the early 2000s, hackerspaces have been attracting lots of people
and seen many creative and innovative projects rising from their labs. Hackerspaces are
places which bring together creative people for different reasons and goals. They provide
common infrastructures which can be used by all of their members, organise regular meetups, where people share and discuss their ideas and often trigger community based
projects which enable a better life.
In order to execute a project in a space, people need resources. Not only material, but also
know-how and experienced users who can help with their valuable input. All of this is
provided in a hackerspace. Originally, the word hacker means tinkerer, someone who
refines the use of objects and often takes them to a next degree.
By examining components used for their projects, people learn a lot about many topics in a
nutshell. They come across physics, electronics, math, biology, programming and many
other scientific fields. By touching all the diverse areas needed to fully understand a
project, hackers learn in an ongoing and stress-free effort. As such, one could say a
hackerspace is a place where people permanently learn and teach new skills.
The modern education system, being based on knowledge transfer, enables students to
encounter a lot of different topics, but often lack the time to give these topics more depth.
Practical examples are often executed to reach certain [predefined] goals and rarely leave
time for more exploring. This is due to the curriculum being as narrow timed as it is.

By following this knowledge-transfer approach, students might actually learn about
different topics, but mostly do not profit from the long-term memorization what the topic
was actually about. Often, in a few months' time, the matter is already forgotten.
In order to give these skills a deeper founding, the “learning by doing” approach takes
students closer to the topic and makes them think and reevaluate certain factors, as they
need to reach a certain goal using the know-how studied earlier on.
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II The modern schooling
Teaching has made a considerable evolution these past years. In fact, we are now more
and more facing a skill-based approach versus the formerly used knowledge-transfer. This
means that students need to make sure that they achieve certain skill levels in order to
progress in the direction they've chosen to graduate in. With this new approach, students
can better learn by using their own rhythm and skillset whilst seeing the larger goals to be
achieved.

II.1 What's missing in the modern schooling system?
As topics are taught on different levels using different techniques, we often seem to lack
the direct line towards applying them to/in the real world. All of our skills that we teach at
school are aimed at everyday life and should help us tackle problems at all levels. But how
we could use them in problem-solving often remains a mystery as there is not enough time
to take the skills to practice.

II.2 Makerspaces
As mentioned earlier, the main idea of makerspaces in schools came from the local
hackerspace movement, which is still taking place today. Most of the time, hackerspaces
are funded as non-profit associations, where members can access machines and space
for a monthly fee.
This approach works fine when dealing with responsible adults but surely represents some
challenges when proposed to youngsters, especially at a low age.
The main idea was to bring this creative environment to schools, proposing them to
dedicate a certain room for creating and developing ideas, tinkering with tech and science
and also engage in manual craftsmanship like, for example, introducing woodworks,
soldering electronics or similar.
As all of these actions require an experienced hand, putting a mentor (i.e. teacher) in
charge of these school spaces could solve the dilemna. Also, in order to push the idea of
being creative in such an environment, we named these creative spaces “makerspaces“
instead of hackerspaces.
With those target being tackled, the project was directed to take place in the whole local
schooling system. The intention was to start at the day care centers, involving fundamental
schools and taking it all the way up to secondary schools. So ages from 8 years until 18
years old were the primary target.
The Luxemburgish Ministry of Education being divided in two different institutions taking
care of both sectors, the BEE Creative project is a cooperation between the “Service
National de la Jeunesse” (SNJ), who is taking charge of the day care and fundamental
sector, and the “Service de Coordination de la Recherche et de l’Innovation Pédagogiques
et Technologiques” (SCRIPT), who is in charge of the secondars schools.
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This paper will only reflect on the efforts made by SCRIPT, i.e. for secondary schools, the
part of fundamental schools and day care strucutres, please refer to SNJ for details.
The main goal was to create a field test within schools to see how teachers and students
will react to such a new approach to learning and trying things out. As such, the project
started with 6 makerspaces :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lycée Technique d’Ettelbruck (where I was teaching),
Lycée Guillaume Kroll (Esch-Alzette),
Lycée des Garçons (Esch-Alzette),
Lycée des Arts et Métiers (Luxembourg-city),
Schengen-Lycée (Schengen),
BASE1 (Forum Geesseknäppchen, Luxembourg-city).

BASE1 was the only makerspace outside of schools, available to all ages and run by SNJ.
Within the first year, the number of makerspaces tripled to 18 active spaces and by the
writing of this paper, we count 28 active makerspaces in secondary schools and over 150
teachers involved in the daily lives of these spaces.
But what exactly is a makerspace and why is it that students are so attracted to it? In the
upcoming section, we will reflect a bit about the pedagogy used in makerspaces to make
the learning process a more interactive and forecoming event.
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III Pedagogical background
Basically, makerspaces are based on a constructivist educational approach. It is an
addition that will allow students to be creative, innovative, independent, and
technologically literate; not necessary an “alternative” way to learn, but what modern
learning should really look like [Stager, 2014].
Makerspaces build on a constructivist ideology to form a constructionist approach to
education, as introduced by Jean Piaget and developed by Seymour Papert. The primary
goal of constructionism is to have learners create their own knowledge by creating and
interacting with physical objects. It has clear connections to media literacy, as well as to
self-directed learning. Innovative researchers, and those who wish to see schools develop
21st century learners with the skills to work in today’s multidimensional career settings,
know constructionism is a necessary tool.
The maker approach is a theoretical and physical embodiment of constructivism that will
reform how we educate students [Roffey, 2015]. Education grounded in “making” has the
capacity to transform the way we think about pedagogy and learning [Kurti, Kurti, &
Flemming, 2014]. At the heart of this movement is the understanding that “learning
happens best when learners construct their understanding through a process of
constructing things to share with others” [Donaldson, 2014, p. 1]. Key to the success of the
Maker Movement in education is the shift away from ready-made knowledge to a
classroom environment ripe for exploration, creativity, innovation and collaboration
[Donaldson, 2014; Papert & Harel, 1991; Schön, Ebner, & Kumar; Schrock, 2014] with
hands-on materials and real-world problems [Hatch, 2013]. “Ultimately, the outcome of
maker education and educational makerspaces leads to determination, independence and
creative problem solving, and an authentic preparation for the real world through
simulating real-world challenges. In short, an educational makerspace is less of a
classroom and more of a motivational speech without words” [Kurti et al., 2014, p. 11].

III.1 New approaches to learning
Within a makerspace, visitors emerge into another environment as they are in a
classroom. There are no real borders, no hierarchy and no clear learning targets to
achieve within the hour. This non-formal environment brings many advantages for all
participants. It takes the pressure out of the planning, which makes the setup less
stressful. Of course, entering the makerspace with a certain learning goal presents a
challenge, but this can be achieved through planning the workshop in advance. We will
refer to this later in this paper.
As visitors enter the makerspace, they encounter a learning friendly environment, as there
are many possibilities to learn new skills even without having the necessary theoretical
background for starters.
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III.1.a General motto
Creation, Iteration, Sharing and Autonomy are four basic stimuli which call a makerspace
home. Creating a culture of innovation and fostering a “maker-mindset” is one of the main
functions of a space [Troxler, 2018]. This creative approach to problems is a new way of
seeing things and overcoming the boundaries fixed by theoretical knowledge.

“They did not know it was impossible, so they did it”
― Mark Twain

In classrooms, presenting theoretical knowledge in a certain way might make the material
more digestive, but at the same time it shows students what factors must be there for it to
succeed. These “boundaries” limit the learner from a more broader opening mindset,
which would engage in a more creative approach to finding solutions.

III.1.b Peer to peer
Sharing knowledge, being one of the key elements in makerspaces, makes it easy for
everyone to achieve know-how just by asking another visitor or looking over his/her
shoulder.
The peer to peer learning approach has a lot of advantages, namely that visitors are
learning from each other, thus often, there are no “teachers” involved. Transfer of practical
know-how is easily achieved when peers resemble each other.
Inspiration for other projects happen in the same way: makers see what others work on
and try to (re)create their own approach.

III.1.c Failure is a powerful teacher
One of the key moments of one's personal pedagogical evolution is failure. In fact, failing
has more or less vanished from our daily school environment, and makerspaces are the
perfect environment to handle such failures. The maker being confronted with a non-viable
solution for his/her project can trigger some disappointment, surely, but can also push
towards other, non trivial approaches to face the experienced lack of success. As such,
failure results in new approaches and new skills being experienced.
As an additional benefit, the group dynamics play an important role in dealing with this
failure. It shows makers that it's not impossible to achieve something just because the first
trial didn't succeed. By talking about their frustration to other makers, new ideas emerge
and are shared amongst creators, which often help to overcome the frustration and
engage to try something new.

III.1.d Learning by doing

“Tell Me and I Will Forget; Show Me and I May Remember;
Involve Me and I Will Understand.”
― Confucius

Making is all about touching, experiencing, trying things out. This creates a bond between
the maker, his/her project and the materials required.
This unique relationship between the creator and his/her project engages know-how in a
unique way. The maker will learn how to respect the hardware and how to integrate it for
his/her own needs. The lessons learned here are unforgettable.
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III.2 Third space
Makerspaces often carry a lot of hardware, tools and crafting areas. However, those
spaces are much more versatile than standard school workshops.
Sometimes referred to as “third spaces”, makerspaces are a highly customizable places of
coming together. Of course, you can find a lot of workshop equipment there, but very
often, you'll also encounter social spaces, tables and chairs, which can be moved around,
appliances, which adapt to each individual needs. As such, makerspaces can adopt
themselves dynamically to the needs of the people using them.

Different space layouts at Ryan Park Elementary

III.3 Mobile makerboxes
As infrastructure is often limited (not only in schools), a new concept of makerspaces are
the makerboxes. These boxes represent individually planned workshops often evolving
around one topic, like energy or electronics, for example, and take the lesson to a class
without any specialized infrastructure. The makerspace of Dudelange daycare, led by
Dennis FINK, exploits this makerbox approach with interesting results. Very often,
teachers are not comfortable in using a makerspace and its infrastructure, as they have
certain recourse towards the space itself or the equipment featured in it. Makerboxes
break this reserve while taking theme based workshops to the familiar class environment.
Supposed to “break the ice” for teachers and students alike, these enquiry based
workshops should bring the whole class closer to the local makerspace and the idea of
open-ended teaching.
<pictures and testimonials from Dennis>
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III.4 Intentional learning as primary objective
Educational makerspaces […] are the “intellectual playground
concept for the purpose of inspiring deeper learning through
deeper questioning”
Kurti, et al., 2014

As makerspaces act as kind of disruptive learning environment, as opposed to structured
scholar environments, the potential of learning by doing and achieving a higher success
rate in comprehending material far better than by traditional methods, the question of
intentional learning arises. How can one combine the restrictive guiding lines provided by
commissions or ministries, to integrate them into an open-ended learning environment,
such as a makerspace?
Approaching the topics differently enables every student to learn from him/herself at
his/her own pace and rhythm, but all with the same goal : tackling learning goals.

III.4.a Finding intersections
Looking at the actual teaching goals of a secondary level school, we find ourselves
confronted with a huge challenge as we want to find overlapping goals. However, hard to
find does not mean impossible. In the following section, we'll take the program developed
for the 5th grade in secondary schools and give a first look at how this interdisciplinary
approach could work. Again, this is meant as an inspiration, not a cookbook.
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Excerpt from the science program
in 5th grade secondary school
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Excerpt from the mathematics program
in 5th grade secondary school
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Excerpt from the computer science
program in 5th grade secondary school

Excerpt from the history/social sciences
program in 5th grade secondary school
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This example of 4 different matters, Computer Science, Mathematics, Social Sciences and
Science show that there are some overlapping competencies which can be taught in a
“maker” way.
Taking the example of building a rocket from scratch, using all the above mentioned
competences to achieve that goal will anchor the knowledge achieved in class and the
project could even replace that transfer process by enabling the student to live the
experience for themselves without a certain predefined outcome.
As a matter of fact, rocket building touches many different topics, out of which some are
not taught at the level we're looking at. But all that is not a real problem, as the project
itself is carrying the interest of students. While assembling the rocket and planning its
trajectory, they run across many different topics, out of which some include
•
•
•
•
•
•

combustion
propulsion
trajectory calculations and projections
material
sustainability
…

All of these topics can be found in the official curriculums. Reading though the different
programs and curriculums, it becomes clear, that most of the topics can be taught in a
more interactive way than it is today. Of course, this means that teachers must revise their
courses and discover new ways of teaching, especially in teams.
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III.4.b The teaching power
As mentioned earlier, next to the infrastructural problem of a makerspace, there's also the
social one. People involved in makerspaces have to literally let go of elder teaching
theorems and consider embracing new ways of being present amongst the students. As
such, we don't speak of classrooms anymore, but rather discovery zones, with some mustreach targets but also some open-ended goals for each project.
Teachers have to embrace the fact that their course is not 100% predictable, and that
failure is not only pre-programmed, but an asset to students. The teacher becomes a
consultant, only interacted with when needed, at most a steering element of the ongoing
project or task. Several new approaches must be brought in, such as project management,
milestones, team management and so forth.
The new classroom is an undefined, uncertain space where endings are sometimes
unpredictable but must be dealt with accordingly.
This new teaching task will be a real challenge for some, but is certainly a rewarding
scenery for every participant. Students will drop their fears, engage into experimenting,
discovering the trial-and-error approach, open up to their fellow students and their
teachers. It will be an open environment with learning happening all the time at several
levels, often overwhelming the main targets planned.

So, is this the ideal solution we've all been waiting for? The unique way of solving our
teaching problems all along? In short : no, it's not.
Of course, overlapping competences and pointing out the relationships between a rather
theoretical course and a project serves a great purpose. Learning-by-doing is a great
approach, but yet your attending public needs to have some basic skills. Literacy in
tech/science, design thinking, knowing the tools are basic skills which still need to be
taught. Plain and simple skills are required for every maker wanting to tackle a problem or
develop a project.
But after those skills are done, using the makerspace approach to teach and anchor knowhow is a fabulous way. By learning to apply their knowledge to the real world, students can
put these techniques to use. And you never forget something that you've solved all by
yourself.
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IV Makerspace needs

First ideas

In this section, we will try to define a makerspace and give a
short overview of how to create and maintain one in a school
environments Please note that this is only a guideline, not a cooking recipe and you should
feel free to adapt everything to your specific situation.

IV.1 What defines a makerspace?
Even though it's difficult to put everything in words which defines a makerspace, here are
some points of what a space should ,at least, feature.

IV.1.a Human resources
A makerspace is as vivid as its resources. One major resource are the leading roles of a
makerspace, its regular users. We don't want to speak of teachers and students here, but
will refer to visitors or makers, coming on a regular basis to the makerspace thus having
an interest in pushing the space beyond its limits.
Out of these people, we need to define a “head” (spacekeeper) who will be responsible for
the space's infrastructure : machinery, consumables, tidiness and accessibility of the
space.
This role can be attached to anyone having an interest in running the makerspace by
opening it regularly, attending to its visitors and their needs/questions, but also keeping in
touch with the project leads and other makerspaces.

IV.1.b Infrastructure
The all mighty question of the list giving away the best equipment for a makerspace cannot
be found here. Sorry to disappoint you, but this famous list really depends on the
makerspace itself and the appliances it will be attending to.
For example, if a computer science teacher embraces the role of spacekeeper, the
projects which will define the space could be based on micro-controllers. As such, it will be
important to have a certain stock of Arduino, RaspberryPi, Kniwwelino or any other microcontroller, suitable for the job. Then, of course, you might also need some electronic
components like resistors, transistors, amplifiers, breadboards, soldering irons, computer
workstations, etc.
So the hardware list can reach from simple to really complex and blown out. This all
depends on the spacekeeper and the flavor the space will have.

IV.1.c Projects
This seamlessly brings us to the driving force of a makerspace : Its projects, which are the
visit card of makerspaces. They can be spectacular (rocket building), bright (wearables
with LEDs) or just intriguing (robotics), the projects bring the makerspace to life. All of the
project ideas are great and the spacekeeper should not hesitate to bring on his/her own
ideas. Persons with interest keep the spaces up and running. They trigger interest in
visitors and manifest questions in colleagues.
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IV.1.d Rules
Filled with interesting machinery, a makerspace can be a dangerous place. As such, there
need to be certain security rules in order to keep the risks limited.
These rules vary depending on the equipment a makerspace features. Below are some
examples of two makerspaces which can be used as inspiration.
Apart from those security rules, a makerspace should only have one single rule :

Be excellent to each other!
This simple phrase resumes it perfectly, what a makerspace is about and the values it
represents. Building a makerspace and its commune is relying on understanding the
needs of every member and respecting the boundaries fixed to the latter. Everyone wants
to be respected and should show the same respect towards others.
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IV.1.e Knowledge-transfer
One of the strong points in a makerspace id its openness. Everyone should learn from
everyone. No barriers, no hierarchy, no boundaries. This is what enables everyone to learn
by his/her own speeds, necessities and interests. As there is no real lead in a makerspace,
the learning takes place every minute everywhere without following an special curricula.
Very important is to remember that no one knows everything! Even the teacher can be
brought back to the drawing table and should be proud of that. Because showing that
he/she is human and needs to lookup knowledge just like everyone else makes them
human and gives an excellent example of learning-by-doing.

IV.1.f Social space
One last thing to remember when drawing a makerspace, is to include social space.
Having a place reserved for simple human interaction, having a drink together and freely
talking about projects and ideas is a highly recommended practice. This social space,
often formed by a sofa and a fridge, might be the most important space inside your
structure. Make it comfy and visit it regularly to get best results from your engaging
community.

IV.2 Birth of a makerspace
Although a makerspace often refers to a physical location, it is merely the creation in one's
mind. As such, in order to fulfill its destiny, a makerspace desperately needs a supporter
or, better even, a supporting community. This initiator of the makerspace and its goals and
inspirations, maintains a steady flow of ideas, workshops, public presences and lobbying
for the infrastructure necessary.
However, sometimes a school simply lacks the presence of
infrastructure, and cannot provide the latter as requested. This is
when supporters tend to go towards a mobile solution, packing
hardware on mobile shuttles which can be driven around
wherever a free room is available.
To start a makerspace, the spacekeeper needs to bring forward
an interesting project, best involving the whole school
community. For example, this project could improve the life in
school or engage in a new behavior like activly recycling waste.
This project should draw enough attention for students and
teachers to gain interest in pursuing the same goal. At that point,
a makerspace is born : the coming together for one common
goal and pushing the limits to achieve the latter.
Very often, makerspaces find themselves in unused rooms, which can be a comfy home
for your starter projects. Don't be too impatient and greedy in getting 200m 2 in the first
week, make your space grow with your project(s). Start small, and always proof your point.
Attract new visitors, engage into social meetings and open your makerspace to other
(maybe non-tech) people.
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Building up and growing a community is a hard job. Spacekeepers need to be aware that
engaging in such an activity can be time consuming, but it's worth every second as the
community makes the space evolve which makes the community evolve, and so on. An
ecosystem where usually all participants are happy to be a part of.

IV.2.a Example floor-plans of makerspaces

maach3 makerspace L.T.Ettelbruck
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V Mission of BEE Creative
Taking a step back from all these practical approaches of opening and maintaining
makerspaces, we also want to reflect on how to keep the maker movement in educational
makerspaces alive. Very often, makerspaces' health depend on a single person, which is
definitely not ideal. Should this person be sick or change school, for example, the
makerspace will find itself abandoned, which is sad.
To prevent this from happening, the BEE Creative group's mission is to keep the contact
with existing (and new) makerspaces, to provide support and know-how and keeping the
makerspace mission alive. This can be done by regular visits to the spaces, organizing
national competitions and getting all makers together in regular meetings.
The group should also survey the quality of makerspaces running, by providing regular
feedbacks on activities, giving tips and tricks on feeding the community and keeping the
network effort running.

V.1 Makerspace networking
As a matter of fact, during the past years of the BEE Creative project, we could determine
that networking represents a strong asset to the whole project and its community. A nonformal meeting space where makers can simply talk to each other, present some projects
or elaborate on some problems is a very important key factor to it all. This boundary free
exchange platform and networking helps a lot of makers in a fast, reliable an simple way.

V.2 MakerFaire et al
Part of a good networking approach is the use of an exhibition. Not only will this allow to
makers to meet each other, but also to inform the public of BEE Creative achievements
and goals. As such, organizing a once a year exhibition is a great way of proposing a gettogether plus strengthen the awareness of school's progress by the public.
The suggestion for national makers would be not only to organize such an event (or join an
existing exhibition with the same goals) locally, but also joining other similar events with a
group of makers from our spaces.

V.3 Training extra skills
As the maker environment is permanently evolving, one of the goals of BEE Creative is
also to provide to its members a modern, up to date training program in order to keep up
with the evolution in machinery and pedagogical evolution. In association with the IFEN
and SNJ, BEE Creative is proposing several workshops from beginner to expert level, in
order to better prepare makerspace users to machines and techniques in use.
Today, we offer trainings in makerspace management, laser-cutting and -engraving and
3D-design and -printing.
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Of course, while the makerspace “teachers” learn new skills, their mission remains to
integrate the newly obtained knowledge to their environment. In the better case, those
skills are finding their way towards the young makers, enabling them with new
competences which are not part of any curriculum.
With the school headmasters being able to certify competences to each student
individually, a larger goal is to certify these new skills to each student which represents an
advantage when looking for a job.
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VI Experiences
CreatorZone, Lycée Technique de Bonnevoie
Am LTB hu mir am Schouljoer 17/18 eng Klass „Portail“ gegrënnt. D’Objektiv vun dëser
Klass ass et Jugendlecher opzefänken déi op hirem Schoulwee net méi viru kommen. Des
weidere kommen och Jonker op dës Klass wann et fir eng Reorientatioun am Schouljoer
schonns ze spéit ass. Zesumme mam SEPAS an aneren Instanze gëtt versicht dem
Jugendlechen nei Perspektiven opzeweisen esou, dass hien d’Schoul net ofbrécht a
verluer ass. Niewent der ganzer Aarbecht mat den Educateuren oder de Psychologe gi
Stagen organiséiert fir de Jonken nei Beruffer opzeweisen.
An deem Kontext hat ech op der ugeschwater Klass d’lescht Joer dräi Schüler déi zwou
Extrastonne pro Woch a de Makerspace komm sinn. Hei sollten si handwierklech an
technesch Kompetenze mat op de Wee kréien oder eventuell verstoppten Talenter
entdecken.
Vun deenen dräi Jugendleche war een immens fir d’Technik ze begeeschteren. Den
Steve (Numm geännert) hat virdrun eng 12ième Commerce um Régime Technicien
ugefaangen an huet dunn no engem Mount Schoul e Schlussstréch gezunn. E grousse
Problem war, dass seng Eltere vun dësem Schrëtt net begeeschtert waren. Et huet vill
Aarbecht säitens dem SEPAS kascht fir den Eltere kloer ze maachen, dass si hire Bouf
sollen eppes léiere loosse wat him Spaass mëscht.
Am Makerspace konnt hien sengem ënnerleche Wonsch, eppes mat Elektronik maachen,
nogoen. De Steve ass richteg opgeblitt am ass dat ganzt Joer niewent sengen zwou
obligatoresche Stonnen an der Klasse „Portail“ zousätzlech an all aner MakerspaceStonne komm. Esou konnt hien also richteg flott Projete realiséieren. Dëst huet dozou
gefouert, dass hien zum Ënn vum Schouljoer sech op eng DAP – Elektriker ageschriwwen
huet. Hien ass sech bewosst, dass hien e puer Joer verluer huet. Mee elo kann hien dat
léiere wat him Spaass mech. Mengen Informatiounen no ass hien op der Klass e ganz
gudde Schüler an et mëscht him Spaass eppes Interessantes ze léieren.
Op der neier Klass ass dem Steve säi Schouldag e bëssi méi vollgepaakt, mee hien kënnt
ëmmer nach Freides vum 14:15 – 15:55 an de Makerspace a schafft u senge Projeten.
Pit CONRAD, spacekeeper CreatorZone

Cre8, Lycée Guillaume Kroll Esch/Alzette
[…]

Activité dans le makerspace en combinaison avec des cours :
- Programmation de mBots en classe de 5ème
- Création d’un jeu (Simon Says) en classe de 5ème
(combinaison de dessin vectoriel, laser cutting, programmation Scratch,
électronique)
- Programmation mBlock / Arduino
- Dessin vectoriel et laser cutting en classe de 5 ème
Maurizio SPAGNULO, spacekeeper Cre8
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